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Abstract

Reservoir rocks, regardless of what kind (oil-, gas- or water-bearing), are classified by
their specific properties. Most rock properties, such as storage, permeability, electric
conductivity, heat capacity and so on are determined by laboratory experiments and
field tests under different external conditions. Besides temperature, pressure and
chemical reactions, also the geometry of the pore space as well as porosity control
the specific behaviour of a rock. In most experiments, heterogeneous deformation of
the pore space, changes in porosity and inner surface or closing of micro-cracks or
pore-throats, cannot be observed directly. To study the dynamic processes behind
these changes, we developed the sedimentary tool ”Settle3D”. With this software
it is possible to generate different clastic rocks in a discrete way, which means
that each grain inside this rock can be handled separately. The resulting porous
medium can be directly used as import structure for different mechanical, hydraulic
and thermal simulations. So the structural information of rocks can be linked to
the petrophysical behaviour of porous media. To address these questions, we will
present the development as well as the possibilities of ”Settle3D”. These include the
generation of various 3D grainpacks, handling of input parameters (such as grain
size distribution of different materials), sedimentary processes via direct collision
procedures and an analysis of the final pore space geometry.
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1 Introduction.1

The traditional approach to modelling the hydraulic and petrophysical be-2

haviour of porous media (such as deformation or fluid transport) is to approx-3

imate the sediment structure as a continuous medium (Bachmat and Bear,4

1986). This procedure can be inproved by using a double or multi continuum5
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model for representing fractured porous media (Balhoff et al., 2007; Wu et al.,6

2001) or karst aquifers 1 (Lang, 1995). With the restriction that the modelled7

dimension is a representative elementary volume REV (Bear, 1972; Guéguen8

et al., 1998), this approach can satisfy many applications. This means that9

the model area is large compared to the individual pore.10

The parameterisation of such models is often based on laboratory or field ex-11

periments and the determined characteristics are assumed as similar for any12

material. Some phenomena such as a change in permeability, electrical conduc-13

tivity or Skempton coefficient, all depending on applied effective stress, can be14

measured by laboratory experiments but cannot be completely explained by15

the models described above. For the reason that the direct influence of micro-16

scopic pore space change on the macroscopic behaviour is technically limited,17

a number of pore models have been developed 2 (a review is given in Val-18

vatne and Blunt, 2004). The basic approach in these models differs: Including19

stochastic distributed grains (Adler et al., 2002; Manwart et al., 2000; Thovert20

et al., 2001) and capillary networks (Adler et al., 1992), fractals (Adler, 1988;21

Spangenberg, 2005), packed grains (Matthews et al., 1996) and others. How-22

ever, all of them have the same goal: The generation of an artificial porous23

media which can represent natural rocks.24

The resulting pore model can be processed by different types of simulation25

software, which can help to predict what happens when the pore geometry26

changes. The driving forces for a change in geometry are hydraulic, thermal,27

mechanical or chemical processes and by means of the pore model these pro-28

cesses can be linked.29

In order to produce an adequate approximation of porous media, we simulate30

the fundamentals of the sedimentation process at the single grain scale. In31

this paper we will show the way from the primordial grain up to completely32

artificial porous media, with special focus on sedimentation process of sand-33

stones. The sedimentation procedure itself is not limited and can simulate34

sedimentary processes of any rock type.35

1 U. Mohrlok, 1996. Parameter-Identifikation in Doppel-Kontinuum-Modellen am Beispiel von
Karstaquiferen (Parameter identification in double continuum models by example of karst aquifers).
Tübinger Geowissenschaftliche Arbeiten, Institut und Museum für Geologie und Paläontologie der Uni-
versität Tübingen, Tübingen, Germany.
http://w210.ub.uni-tuebingen.de/dbt/volltexte/2005/2130/
2 G. W. Horgan, 1996. A review of soil pore models. Biomathematics and Statistics Scotland, James Clerk
Maxwell Building, King’s Buildings, Edinburgh, Scotland.
http://citeseer.ist.psu.edu/horgan96review.html
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2 The primordial grain.36

The first step in modelling a complete sedimentary rock structure is to define a37

primordial grain. This grain should fulfil the requirements of a real grain such38

as a variation in shape and size, a definition of surface roughness and the re-39

alisation of a detailed body structure. Besides these geometrical specifications40

the handling of the artificial grain via different computer routines should be as41

simple as possible. We found that the basic shape of an icosahedron (Fig. 1)42

can satisfy the geometrical and technical requirements best and can be easily43

converted into a FE-mesh. A regular icosahedron is one of the five platonic44

solids. It is a convex regular polyhedron having 20 equilateral triangles as45

faces, with five connected at each of the twelve nodes. It has 30 edges with46

length a, which can be calculated by the radius r of the circumscribed sphere:47

a =
4r√

10 + 2
√

5
. (1)48

The surface area A and the volume V of a regular icosahedron of edge length49

a are:50

A = 5
√

3a2, (2)51

V =
5

12
(3 +

√
5)a3. (3)52

An icosahedron can be considered as a rough approximation for a sphere.53

Based on this geometry it was possible to design different types of grains.54

Besides the change in size and the increase in accuracy by subdivision of55

the faces also a morphing of the surface and application of surface roughness56

are possible. Therefore, the initial icosahedron geometry can be changed and57

modified in such a way that it results in a real grain-like structure.58

3 Refinement.59

There is a simple way to increase the accuracy of grain approximation by sub-60

dividing the faces of the icosahedron. Imagine the icosahedron is surrounded61

by a sphere and subdivide the triangles by dividing the edges in the middle.62

The newly inserted nodes lie slightly inside the sphere, so they are pushed63

to the surface by multiplying the normalised node with the radius. By this64

subdivision process each triangle is divided into four new triangles. Due to the65

surface lifting of the nodes the inner triangle is slightly bigger than the three66
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triangles on the former edges. The refinement procedure can be repeated for67

arbitrary accuracy as shown in Figure 2.68

With each refinement the resulting structure becomes more and more sphere-69

like, but the number of nodes, edges and triangles is increasing exponentially70

(Tab. 1) and should not exceed an acceptable level with respect to the com-71

puter performance. The number of nodes N , edges E and faces F can be72

calculated at each refinement level n by means of the following equations:73

N = 10× 4n + 2, (4)74

E = 30× 4n, (5)75

F = 20× 4n. (6)76

4 Grain morphology.77

The three principal aspects which define a grain are the shape, sphericity and78

roundness (Tucker, 1991). The shape can be coarsely classified by ratios of the79

long, intermediate and small axes of the grain and results in four types, which80

are oblate (tabular or disc-shaped), equant (cubic or spherical), bladed and81

prolate (rod-shaped). Sphericity describes how closely a grain shape reaches82

a sphere and roundness qualifies the curvature of the edges of the grain. Six83

classes from ”very angular” to ”well rounded” are usually introduced to de-84

scribe the roundness of a grain. In order to obtain an exact expression for85

sphericity as well as for roundness different formulas were developed (Dobkins86

and Folk, 1970).87

Inside ”Settle3D” the variation in morphology is realised by changing the88

position of the body-defining nodes. The possibilities of morphing the structure89

are unlimited, grains can be stretched or compressed, nodes above or below90

a defined border can be reset to a limit and also an additional noise or an91

explicit function can change the surface structure of the grain. At the current92

state the grain shaping is directly implemented in the source code and the user93

can switch the predefined types by changing the input parameters (see section94

6). Some of the predefined types and their variation are shown in Figure 3,95

but they give only a first impression of the program potential. The ratio of the96

principal axes for the actually implemented types representing quartz, feldspar97

and clay has been obtained from thin section micrographs of different sources98

(Scholle, 1979; Adams et al., 1986).99
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5 Structure of the model.100

One of the most important issues for developing such complex microstructures101

of sedimentary rocks is to classify the participating geometries accurately. The102

smallest unit of a grain is one node in a three dimensional volume and is103

therefore given by its three coordinates x, y and z. As described in the section104

2 the grain is composed of a defined amount of triangles, which themselves105

are defined by three nodes at their edges. To avoid a double declaration of106

nodes, the triangles only point to the node definitions and don’t declare new107

nodes. According to the refinement level, each grain is constructed of a specific108

amount of triangles and nodes, defining the outer surface of the grain. In109

addition to this surface geometry the location of the centre of gravity (CG)110

and up to three contact points with other grains specify the grain. Each grain111

of the model is placed into a predefined finite volume depending on the location112

of its CG. The complete model volume is the sum of all these finite volumes.113

Besides the geometric data each of the substructures can also store various114

properties as well as functions to handle this kind of structure. In addition to115

the node definition, the normal vector for each triangle is calculated as well.116

Its benefit will be explained in the section 7. For a grain the scalar proper-117

ties volume, surface area, density, shape type, maximum diameter and colour118

are implemented. Further the movement functions translation and rotation,119

splitting-up to the three components x, y and z and a draw- and some ex-120

port routines are located inside the grain environment. In order to get more121

evidence of the grain situation, feedbacks from geometric stability, the slope122

of the contact surface and the position related to the model borders are in-123

cluded. The geometric stability is given by the fact, that a grain is stable, if124

the vertical projection of the CG is inside the vertical projection of at least125

three contact points. It is unstable, if the CG is outside of the contact point126

polygon or the slope of the contact surface is higher then a defined friction127

angle. The grain is out of further calculation, if its surface touches the pre-128

set model borders. The finite model volumes just store the grains which have129

settled down. A complete view of the model structure including some of the130

functions and properties of the substructures is shown in Figure 4.131

6 Input parameters (model data).132

The previously described dynamic structure of the model can be adjusted by133

user-defined parameters. These parameters affect the structure data from the134

smallest node to the entire volume. All input parameters can be given as an135

input file or can directly be entered within the software environment. They136

include the model dimension, the maximum amount of grains, the refinement137
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level, the grain densities, the grain-size scale and the friction angle.138

At the current state, the dimension of the model is given by x, y and z values,139

where x and z are the horizontal dimensions and y the vertical dimension.140

”Settle3D” subdivides the entire volume to cube shaped finite volumes, which141

can store the settled grains. The maximum amount of grains as well as the re-142

finement level for each grain can also be changed. This affects the total number143

of nodes and triangles that have to be handled by the model procedures.144

In ”Settle3d” three predefined grain shapes exist: quartz (spherical), feldspar145

(cubical) and mica (flat cuboid). Further grain shapes as well as surface struc-146

tures of the grains have to be implemented in the future. For generating the147

grain shape and the grain size, the parameters density and grain distribution148

are used. The grain distribution is implemented as a grain mass spectrum.149

This means that for each grain type (quartz, feldspar and mica) the cumu-150

lative mass percentage depending on the grain size fraction must be given,151

where the mass percentage corresponds to the total mass of all grain types152

and sizes. By means of density, which is defined for each grain type, the tool153

will generate a grain of the right shape and size satisfying the given distribu-154

tion. There, the shape is fixed by the given grain mass fraction and the size is155

selected randomly for each grain size fraction. Each user-specific distribution156

for all grain types including bimodal and higher order distributions can be157

generated. At the moment each generated grain is dropped vertical from the158

top into the model area.159

Scaling the grain size is not straight forward (Füchtbauer, 1988, and references160

therein): We used a simple and standard classification according to ”Deutsches161

Institut für Normung” (DIN4022). The common parameter friction angle in-162

dicates whether a settled grain is sliding or is stable on is current position.163

7 Sedimentary process.164

Mechanical particle movements are sub-classified into suspension, saltation165

and traction (Selley, 2000; Reineck and Singh, 1980, and references therein).166

During the suspension process the particles are carried within the fluid and167

never touch the ground. Movement of grains downward with subsequent up-168

ward trajectories and a further gentle downward path are known as bouncing169

or saltation process. If the grains remain in contact with the ground and are170

moving by rolling or sliding, it is called traction. In sedimentary processes, the171

final movement of grains is rolling or sliding on pre-deposited grains. There-172

fore, we excluded the transportation processes suspension and saltation in173

”Settle3D”. The remaining traction process can be reduced to a combination174

of rotation and translation of the grains. During these rotation and translation175
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movements, the subjected grain collides and intersects with other grains. The176

calculation of the contact points depending on the trajectories is one of the177

main tasks of ”Settle3D”. Inside 3D computer games or 3D computer graphics178

the detection of collision between two or more virtual object is one of the great179

challenges. Often it will be tested, whether a collision occurred or not; and it180

will be decided what happened next after a collision 3 (Mezger et al., 2002).181

In the most cases the detection of collision is based on a triangle intersec-182

tion test 4 (Möller, 1997), because most computer geometries are generated of183

triangles. With ”Settle3D” all possible contacts are determined explicitly and184

the grains are moved by the shortest distance calculated. Therefore no triangle185

intersection test or collision detection is necessary. The direct calculation of186

the contacts via translation or rotation and its requirements will be described187

in the following sections in more detail.188

8 Preselection of potential collision triangles.189

To minimize the necessary processor time for calculating the intersections, a190

pre-selection of potential collision triangles is performed first. The preselection191

process is started at a coarse level with a stepwise refinement. A total of four192

steps for translation and rotation are performed. For both movements the193

preselection is starting at model dimension and finally ends at the triangle194

dimension. In Figure 5 the stepwise refinement of the selection for calculating195

the vertical translation is shown.196

8.1 Preselection for translation processes.197

The first step of refinement is a selection of all settled grains which are located198

inside a specific radius around the CG of the falling grain in the x and z199

directions. Therefore the volume of interest describes a cylinder with a radius200

of the maximum possible grain size and a length of the vertical dimension of201

the model. In the second step all grains are chosen which intersect with the202

pathway of the falling grain. The next delimitation takes place at the triangle203

size, where only triangles can intersect which are directed face to face. These204

can be determined by using the normal vectors of the triangles. For the final205

calculation only triangles inside the pathways of each preselected triangle of206

the falling grain are used.207

3 K. Fauerby, 2003. Improved collision detection and response.
http://www.peroxide.dk/papers/collision/collision.pdf
4 O. Devillers and P. Guigue, 2002. Faster triangle-triangle intersection tests. Internal Report 4488, INRIA.
http://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/docs/00/07/21/00/PDF/RR-4488.pdf
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8.2 Preselection for rotation processes.208

For the rotation process the preselection is similar to the translation process209

and the first step for both selections is identical (Fig. 6). The second step210

includes all grains, which are inside or interfere with the surrounding sphere211

given by the CG and the grain size taken as center and radius, respectively. The212

third step selects all triangles of the rotating grain which are orientated in the213

rotation direction and all triangles of the settled grains which are diametrically214

oriented to the rotation of the falling grain. There, the orientations are given by215

the normal vectors. The last preselection step reduces the amount of triangles216

by excluding all triangles of the falling grains which are outside of the disc217

like volume which arises from rotating the preselected triangles of the falling218

grain around its pivot point.219

9 Collision routines.220

The now preselected triangles of the falling grain regardless of its specific221

movement can collide with the preselected triangles of the settled grains in222

different ways. The most obvious way is that one single node hits the face of223

another triangle, but also a line-line intersection is possible (Fig. 7).224

All in all, fifteen collisions subdivided into six point-triangle and nine line-line225

intersections for only two triangles are possible. So each node of the moving226

triangle can hit the face of the stationary triangle and vice versa and each line227

of the moving triangle can interfere with each line of the stationary triangle.228

But the calculation of the intersection points depends on the kind of movement229

that the selected triangle performs. Therefore, we have to develop for trans-230

lation as well as for rotation point-triangle and line-line intersection routines.231

A detailed description of the required procedures is provided in Appendix A.232

10 Post-selection of the calculated intersection points.233

With the previously specified collision routines a large number of intersection234

points are calculated for one single movement step. To find the right intersec-235

tion point, which results from a projection of the original to the image point,236

we have to make several decisions: For the translation process the intersec-237

tion point with the shortest distance between original and image is taken.238

In contrast to translation, not all calculated intersection points of rotation239

are potential collision points. The reason for this is that some sub-areas of the240
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preselected triangles cannot hit another triangle. The trajectories of these sub-241

areas are in the shadow of the rotating edges. Figure 8 illustrates a simplified242

case study of this problem where the investigation is reduced to 2D.243

The question is: Which part of the given lines can possibly hit another line.244

It follows that only the sub-lines which rotate away in terms of the grain can245

collide with other objects. In order to determine these parts the base point of246

the pivot point on each line is calculated. With regard to these base points only247

the sinistral orientated sub-lines rotate away for a clockwise rotation. Carried248

forward to 3D, we have to project the rotation axis vertically into a triangle249

plane. Consequently, only the sub-area on the left side of this projection can250

intersect with other grains. Therefore, only the intersection points which are251

members of these sub-areas can be taken as potential collision points. From252

all these intersection points the one with the smallest related rotation angle253

is selected for the rotation step.254

11 Pathway of a falling grain.255

Inside ”Settle3D” the sedimentary process is rebuilt by dropping grains succes-256

sively at a randomly selected xy-position nto the model area. After dropping,257

each grain must pass the same movement sequences. The sequences start with258

a vertical translation of the grain until it collides with another grain or touches259

the bottom of the model. The calculated intersection or touching point be-260

comes the first contact point of the grain. If this contact point is not a collision261

point, then the grain is classified as settled and the sequence is restarted with262

the next grain. In case of a collision the sequence will continue with the rota-263

tion process. To keep the rotation as simple as possible we reduce the degree264

of freedom by transforming the basis of the preselected grains (Eq. 7):265

−→
N ′ = (

−→
N −−→T )×Ry ×Rz ×R−1

y +
−→
T . (7)266

Here, all nodes
−→
N of the preselected grains are shifted by

−→
T , so that the first267

contact point is translated into the origin. By means of the CG coordinates268

each node is rotated around the y-axis afterwards, so that the CG is located269

inside the xy-plane and the related z-coordinate is zero. After these transfor-270

mations only a clockwise rotation Rz around the z-axis has to be calculated.271

This rotation leads to the identification of the second contact point, which272

together with the first one builds the new rotation axis. Now the inversion of273

the transformations takes place and ”Settle3D” determines whether the falling274

grain is rotated out of the model-area and a new grain is generated or the next275

rotation step can be calculated. In that case and for each following rotation we276

transform the origin to reduce the of degree of freedom as shown in Equation277
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8:278

−→
N ′ = (

−→
N −−→T )×Ry ×Rx ×Rz ×R−1

x ×R−1
y +

−→
T . (8)279

This transformation moves the two contact points into the z-axis and the CG280

into the xy0-plane. The required transformation vector
−→
T as well as the two281

rotation matrices Rx and Ry are calculated by means of the two contact points.282

After the second rotation step a third contact point will be determined. The283

two alternatives are: The grain is in a stable position or it keeps on moving.284

For this purpose a stability-check function is implemented that can identify285

the next movement depending on the relative position between the CG and286

the three contact points (Fig. 9). If the vertical projection of the CG into287

the triangle plane defined by the three contact points is located inside the288

limits of the triangle, then the grain is stable or can fall again. It falls again,289

if none of the contact points bear on another triangle face. If this is not the290

case, the grain is stable and ”Settle3D” will continue with the next grain. If291

the vertical projection of the CG is outside the contact point triangle, then a292

next case differentiation takes place. We have to distinguish whether the CG293

is located above or below the triangle plane. In both cases one of the three294

contact points will lose contact and a further rotation around the line given295

by the two remaining contact points will occur. For this purpose, also the296

bisecting lines of the contact point triangle are required, as shown in Figure297

9.298

In the case that the falling grain is classified as stable, a further check of299

a possible sliding movement takes place. If the user defined friction angle300

is smaller than the angle between the contact point triangle and a horizontal301

plane, then the grain will be completely removed from the model. This removal302

does not affect the model statistics, because it occurs infrequently and the303

empty spot will be replaced by another grain. In the other case the grain304

remains inside the model and will be added to the settled grains. A grain will305

also be added to the model if one of its movements results in an intersection306

with the model boundaries.307

Recapitulating all the single movements, the trajectory of the grain is de-308

scribed by an alternation between translation and rotation, both of them sat-309

isfying the physical laws.310

12 The models.311

By means of the described routines we are able to simulate the sedimentation312

of complete sedimentary rock samples. To show the variation of possibilities313
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ten different sediment structures have been generated. In order to keep these314

models comparable, the input data of all models are similar. The size of each315

model is 3mm×3mm×3mm = 27mm3 and the detail level of the grains is two,316

which correlates with a 1st order refinement. Therefore, only the variation of317

grain types, the grain size distribution and the combination of the sedimentary318

routines remain to affect the microstructure of the virtual sandstone. The319

three momentarily available types are sphere like quartz, cubic feldspar and320

flat clay. We started with a simple model, only containing quartz and added321

successively feldspar and clay for the following simulations.322

Besides the grain type combination, the variation of sorting and the resulting323

change in microstructure were tested. For this purpose we increased the range324

of grain size from one (medium sand) up to three (coarse silt - medium sand)325

fractions. Furthermore, for each grain size distribution we calculated the Trask326

sorting coefficient So defined by the following equation (Trask, 1932):327

So =
P75

P25

, (9)328

where Pn is the grain size in millimetres at the nth percentage frequency.329

According to this definition a sandpack with grains of the same size has a330

sorting coefficient of one. For a medium size sand the grain size ranges from331

0.2 to 0.63mm and the correlating sorting coefficient is So = 1.1. For the next332

more poorly sorted sandstone containing 20% fine sand and 80% medium333

sand the sorting coefficient is So = 1.8 and finally a poorly sorted sandstone334

composed by 5% coarse silt, 25% fine sand and 70% medium sand has a Trask335

sorting coefficient of approximately So = 3.0.336

At last we investigated the model dependency of the implemented sedimen-337

tation routines on the sedimentary microstructure. The test started with the338

sedimentation of artificial sandstone by using only the translation routine.339

This means that a falling grain is added to the sandstone if it collides the340

first time with the settled grains and no rotation or sliding takes place. In a341

second model run we enhanced the sedimentation process by adding the ro-342

tation routine. Hence, a combination of translation and rotation leads to the343

more dense sedimentation structure. To investigate the sliding algorithm and344

the impact of it, the remaining sliding routine was added in a third step. The345

above described variations in grain type, grain size and sedimentation routines346

lead to 33 = 27 potential combinations. In Figure 10 ten of them are shown.347
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12.1 Results of the models.348

Two important aspects of sedimentary rocks are their porosity and perme-349

ability. Porosity is a measure of the pore space. Two porosity types can be350

defined: the absolute porosity Pt including the complete pore space and the351

effective porosity Pe including the interconnected pore space with free water.352

For water-filled sandstone the effective porosity does not include the immo-353

bile water bound to the grain-pore interface. The thickness of the bound-water354

films varies depending on the mineral content, the water chemistry, and should355

not exceed 0.5 microns (Polubarinova-Kocina, 1962): A water film thickness of356

0.4 microns is assumed for the following calculations. Therefore, the porosities357

can be calculated by means of the following equations:358

Pt =
bulk volume− grain volume

bulk volume
, (10)359

Pe =
bulk volume− (grain volume+ bound volume)

bulk volume
. (11)360

The bound volume (Eq. 11) is defined by the inner grain surface and the361

thickness of the bound water film:362

bound volume = inner surface× 0.4µm. (12)363

Besides the effective porosity the pore space geometry including size, shape364

and connectivity and the fluid properties affect the permeability of the sand-365

stone. But the investigation of geometry-permeability relationships goes be-366

yond the scope of this work. Therefore, the above mentioned porosities, inner367

surface and the amount of grains as well as grain volume were taken into ac-368

count to obtain a primary analysis of the generated sandstones. All determined369

values are listed in Table 2.370

The interpretation of the model results is separated into technical and geo-371

logical aspects. On the technical side it is obvious that the largest change in372

microstructure occurs by implementing the rotation routine to the models. In373

contrast, an additional combination with the sliding routines does not have a374

large effect. From the geological point of view the following general relations375

between porosity, sorting and grain size distribution for siliciclastic sediments376

must be satisfied:377

• poorer sorting results in lower porosity (Schopper, 1982)378

• smaller grain size which corresponds to different grain types results in larger379

porosity (Buckingham, 2001)380
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• smaller grain size results in greater bound water volume (Davis and Wiest,381

1966).382

Packing or consolidation of grains can change porosity and permeability (Tucker,383

1991) as well. Here, the packing also depends on the size, shape and sorting of384

the grains. Due to the fact that only point contacts are realized by ”Settle3D”385

and no concavo-convex or sutured contacts can occur these aspects are not386

investigated in what follows.387

For the first (sorting-porosity) relation the results of the single grain type mod-388

els including translation and rotation were compared. There the Trask sorting389

coefficient increases from 1.1 for a single fraction well-sorted sandstone to 3.0390

for the poorly-sorted sandstone with three grain fractions. Simultaneously, the391

porosity decreases from 51.62% over 46.68% to 43.53% and therefore validates392

the assumed relation.393

The second (size-porosity) relation does not exist where size alone is varied.394

Porosity is dimensionless and it is scale invariant. Since for many geologic ma-395

terials grain size and shape correlate then increasing finer grain size material396

is correlated with porosity. Therefore, for the second (size-porosity) relation397

the models including different types but only one grain fraction were analysed.398

For these models a combination of translation, rotation and sliding was used.399

Although all of these models have one single grain fraction, the volume of the400

grains is different. Due to the fact that the cubic and the flat grains have a401

smaller volume for the same diameter than the sphere like grains, more grains402

are necessary to fill the model area. Hence, the amount of required grains in-403

creases from 375 for the quartz model to 739 grains for the model containing a404

combination of flat, cubic and spherical grains. This indicates that the size of405

the grains must decrease from the first to the third model. At the same time406

the porosity is increasing from 50.05% over 55.65% to 59.80% and therefore407

fulfils the second relation. Besides the smaller grain size another aspect affects408

the porosity: the flat and cubic grains can cover free pore spaces and make409

these inaccessible for adjacent grains.410

For the third (effective porosity-size) relation the same models as for the411

sorting-porosity relation were analysed. Here, the absolute porosity decreases412

by 8.09% from 51.62% to 43.53% and the effective porosity by 8.51% from413

51.36 to 42.85%. This results from an increase of the inner surface, which cor-414

responds to an increase of adhesive water volume. Consequently, all relations415

can be reproduced by the sedimentation software ”Settle3D”.416
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12.2 Comparison of 2D and 3D geometry.417

Besides computer tomography (CT) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM)418

for three dimensional studies, the digital image analysis is a well established419

procedure to classify the pore space geometry of porous media in 2D. This420

direct method quantifies information about pore size, pore shape and pore421

distribution (Trautwein, 2005) as well as grain parameters obtained from thin422

section micrographs. An extrapolation of the resulting geometrical parameters423

into a 3D pore space characteristics is based on the methods of stereology (Un-424

derwood, 1970). The basic principle is that inside an isometric microstructure425

the portion of volume of one structure corresponds to the area-, linear- and426

the point-data of the thin section micrograph. A proof is shown in Appendix427

B.428

For the generated microstructure of ”Settle3D” the three dimensional mi-429

crostructure of the generated sandstone is known. By means of cutting planes430

along the three principal axes it is possible to prove the conclusions based431

on stereology. For this purpose we created virtual thin section micrographs432

for each model by cutting the complete structure at 50% of the x, y and z433

dimension as shown in Figure 11.434

In the cross-section images we separated pore space, grains and the pore-grain435

interface. For the reason that the interface area cannot clearly be allocated to436

pore space or grain area we excluded this area from further analyses. After437

this optimization we determined the 2D porosity for each cross section and438

compared the results with the 3D data as shown in Table 3. It is obvious439

that the x, y and z oriented porosities for each model are in the same range.440

This indicates an isometric microstructure in 3D. Furthermore, the average of441

the three directional components matches the 3D porosity and we can con-442

clude that the 2D pore structure of thin-section micrographs represents the443

3D geometry.444

13 Meshing.445

For the later use as a geometrical input-structure for a coupled process simula-446

tion it is necessary to convert the surface related geometry of ”Settle3D” into447

a real 3D geometry. For this purpose the tetrahedrisation software TetGen 5
448

is used. Due to the fact that the grains in ”Settle3D” only intersect in single449

5 H. Si, 2007. TetGen: A quality tetrahedral mesh generator and three-dimensional Delaunay triangulator.
Research Group of Numerical Mathematics and Scientific Computing, Weierstrass Institute for Applied
Analysis and Stochastics, Berlin, Germany.
http://tetgen.berlios.de
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points, a tetrahedrisation can cause numerically unstable elements. Therefore450

a preprocessing clean up of the generated structure has to be performed. The451

clean up process deletes nodes with identical coordinates and merges nodes452

which are close together. Presently, this feature is not implemented but the453

manual realization is shown in Figure 12.454

There, the node contact of two grains is converted into a face contact by455

merging of the surrounding grains and the generated tetrahedrons can satisfy456

the requirements for their later use. After the clean-up routine the surface457

information must be exported into a TetGen supported format. Besides the458

3D formats ”vrml” and ”obj” also the export of the TetGen format ”poly” is459

currently implemented.460

14 Future Work.461

For a better approximation of sandstones a cementation as well as a com-462

paction of the grains has to be implemented. By means of these two additions463

we can produce the diagenesis process. Furthermore an integration of more tra-464

jectories can improve the resulting geometry. To use the generated sediment465

structure for a numerical simulation, we have to automate the preprocessing466

conversion of the surface structure into a real 3D-structure.467

Besides these ”Settle3D” features also a calculation of hydraulic parameters468

such as permeability, tortuosity, etc. and of mechanical parameters such as469

bulk modulus, Poisson’s ratio, etc. in dependency of the microstructure are470

future key tasks. In contrast to a continuum approach, modeling of petro-471

physical properties of sedimentary rocks can directly be linked to a discrete472

microstructure.473

15 Conclusions.474

It is possible to generate a simplified sediment structure by rebuilding the sed-475

imentary processes satisfying the fundamental physical laws of sedimentation.476

The implemented trajectories of the grains (translation, rotation and sliding)477

are sufficient to describe the natural sedimentation process. The generated478

structure is similar to a real clastic grainpack and can be converted into a479

tetrahedron mesh for a later coupled flow simulation.480
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A Appendix

(All of the following calculations refer to Figure 7 on page 34)

A.1 Point-triangle-intersection via translation.

We start with the calculation of the vertical distance (y-direction) between
node −→m and triangle T described by the three nodes −→n0, −→n1, and −→n2. The
edges −→n10=−→n1-−→n0 and −→n20=−→n2-−→n0 of the triangle T span the plane P , with

P : −→n0 + s×−→n10 + t×−→n20. (A.1)

The vertical projection of −→m into the plane P leads to the image

−→m ′ = −→n0 + s×−→n10 + t×−→n20 (A.2)

with the same x, z coordinates as −→m. Therefore, the equations

m′x = mx = n0x + s× n10x + t× n20x, (A.3)

m′z = mz = n0z + s× n10z + t× n20z (A.4)

lead to

s =
n20x × (mz − n0z)− n20z × (mx − n0x)

n20x × n10z − n20z × n10x

, (A.5)

t =
n10x × (mz − n0z)− n10z × (mx − n0x)

n10x × n20z − n10z × n20x

. (A.6)

The image m′ is inside the triangle area if, (0 ≤ s ≤ 1), (0 ≤ t ≤ 1) and
(s + t ≤ 1). Under these circumstances, the y-value of the image can be
calculated

m′y = n0y + s× n10y + t× n20y, (A.7)

and the vertical distance d between m and T is

d = |m′y −my|. (A.8)
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A.2 Line-line-intersection via translation.

Two lines (L1, L2) in three dimensional space are given by the nodes −→m0, −→m1

and −→n0, −→n1, respectively. By means of the direction vectors −−→m10=−→m1-−→m0 and
−→n10=−→n1-−→n0, the linear equations are given by:

L1 : −→m0 + s×−−→m10, (A.9)

L2 : −→n0 + t×−→n10. (A.10)

The vertical distance of both lines is the shortest vertical distance between
one point −→m at line L1 and its projection point −→m ′ at line L2. Both points
must have the same x and z coordinates. Therefore,

−→m = −→m0 + s×−−→m10, (A.11)

−→m ′ = −→n0 + t×−→n10 (A.12)

and

m′x = mx, (A.13)

m′z = mz (A.14)

lead to:

m0x + s×m10x = n0x + t× n10x, (A.15)

m0z + s×m10z = n0z + t× n10z (A.16)

where s and t can be calculated as:

s =
n10z × (m0x − n0x)− n10x × (m0z − n0z)

m10z × n10x −m10x × n10z

, (A.17)

t =
m10z × (n0x −m0x)−m10x × (n0z −m0z)

n10z ×m10x − n10x ×m10z

. (A.18)

Under the assumptions that −→m is part of line section m0m1 (0 ≤ s ≤ 1) and
−→n is part of line section n0n1 (0 ≤ t ≤ 1), the y-values of both points can be
calculated:

my = m0y + s×m10y, (A.19)
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m′y = n0y + t× n10y (A.20)

and the vertical distance d between the lines is:

d = |m′y −my|. (A.21)

A.3 Point-triangle-intersection via rotation.

We assume, that one point −→m will hit a triangle T described by the three
nodes −→n0, −→n1, and −→n2 via a rotation around the z axis. The two direction
vectors −→n10=−→n1-−→n0 and −→n20=−→n2-−→n0 of the triangle T span a plane P , with

P : −→n0 + s×−→n10 + t×−→n20. (A.22)

The resulting image point −→m ′ must be in the same x,y plane as −→m. Further-
more, the image must be located inside P , more precisely inside T , and must
have the same distance from the z-axis as −→m. Therefore, the following equa-
tions must be satisfied:

−→m ′ = −→n0 + s×−→n10 + t×−→n20, (A.23)
m′x

m′y

m′z

 =


n0x

n0y

n0z

 + s×


n10x

n10y

n10z

 + t×


n20x

n20y

n20z

 , (A.24)

mz = m′z, (A.25)

m2
x +m2

y = m′2x +m′2y . (A.26)

By means of equation (A.25) the control variable t can be expressed in terms
of s:

t =
mz − n0z − s× n10z

n20z

. (A.27)

and with equation (A.24)

m′x = n0x + s× n10x +
mz − n0z − s× n10z

n20z

× n20x, (A.28)

m′y = n0y + s× n10y +
mz − n0z − s× n10z

n20z

× n20y (A.29)
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can be calculated. After expansion we receive:

m′x =
1

n20z

[s× (n10x × n20z − n10z × n20x)

+n0x × n20z + (mz − n0z)× n20x], (A.30)

m′y =
1

n20z

[s× (n10y × n20z − n10z × n20y)

+n0y × n20z + (mz − n0z)× n20x]. (A.31)

With the substitutions:

X1 = n10x × n20z − n10z × n20x, (A.32)

X2 = n0x × n20z + (mz − n0z)× n20x, (A.33)

Y1 = n10y × n20z − n10z × n20y, (A.34)

Y2 = n0y × n20z + (mz − n0z)× n20y, (A.35)

we can simplify (A.30) and (A.31) to:

m′x =
s×X1 +X2

n20z

, (A.36)

m′y =
s× Y1 + Y2

n20z

. (A.37)

The insertion of (A.36) and (A.37) into (A.26) leads to:

(m2
x +m2

y)× n2
20z = (s×X1 +X2)2 + (s× Y1 + Y2)2. (A.38)

With the further substitution Z = (m2
x+m2

y)×n2
20z we can build the quadratic

equation:

s2 × (X2
1 + Y 2

1 ) + 2s× (X1X2 + Y1Y2) +X2
2 + Y 2

2 − Z = 0. (A.39)

With A = X2
1 + Y 2

1 , B = X1X2 + Y1Y2 and C = X2
2 + Y 2

2 − Z, we can solve
the quadratic equation:

s2 × A+ 2s×B + C = 0. (A.40)
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which results in:

s1,2 = −B
A
±
√
B2 − AC
A

. (A.41)

By means of (A.27) the associated t1,2 can be calculated. The image m′ is
inside the triangle area if one of the s1,2 and its associated t1,2 satisfy the
following conditions, (0 ≤ s ≤ 1), (0 ≤ t ≤ 1) and (s + t ≤ 1). Under these
conditions the x,y-value of the image can be calculated

m′x = n0x + s× n10x + t× n20x, (A.42)

m′y = n0y + s× n10y + t× n20y, (A.43)

and the angle which rotates −→m into −→m ′ can be determined by means of these
coordinates.

A.4 Line-line-intersection via rotation.

The line L1 given by the nodes m0 and m1 is rotated around the z-axis and can
possibly collide with line L2 given by the nodes n0 and n1. Four different cases
can then occur: No collision of both lines, touching in one osculation point,
intersection in up to two points and an infinite amount of collision points if the
lines are parallel and have the same distance to the z-axis. In the intersection
case one point m at line L1 will hit one point m′ at line L2 with the included
angle α. The linear equations with the two direction vectors −−→m10=−→m1-−→m0 and
−→n10=−→n1-−→n0 for the lines are:

L1 : −→m0 + s×−−→m10, (A.44)

L2 : −→n0 + t×−→n10. (A.45)

We assume that the resulting image point −→m ′ must be in the same x,y plane
as −→m. Furthermore, the image must satisfy the linear equation L2, −→m must
be at line L1 and both points must have the same distance from the z-axis.
Therefore, the following equations must be fulfilled:

−→m = −→m0 + s×−−→m10, (A.46)
mx

my

mz

 =


m0x

m0y

m0z

 + s×


m10x

m10y

m10z

 (A.47)
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and

−→
m′ = −→n0 + t×−→n10, (A.48)
m′x

m′y

m′z

 =


n0x

n0y

n0z

 + t×


n10x

n10y

n10z

 , (A.49)

mz = m′z, (A.50)

m2
x +m2

y = m′2x +m′2y . (A.51)

By means of (A.50) the control variable t can be expressed in terms of s:

t =
m0z − n0z + s×m10z

n10z

. (A.52)

The insertion of (A.52) into (A.49) leads to the x,y components of m′:

m′x = n0x +
m0z − n0z + s×m10z

n10z

× n10x, (A.53)

m′y = n0y +
m0z − n0z + s×m10z

n10z

× n10y. (A.54)

After expansion the equations (A.53) and (A.54) can be rewritten as:

m′x =
n0x × n10z + (m0z − n0z)× n10x + s×m10z × n10x

n10z

, (A.55)

m′y =
n0y × n10z + (m0z − n0z)× n10y + s×m10z × n10y

n10z

. (A.56)

With the following substitutions

X1 = m10z × n10x, (A.57)

X2 = n0x × n10z + (m0z − n0z)× n10x, (A.58)

Y1 = m10z × n10y, (A.59)

Y2 = n0y × n10z + (m0z − n0z)× n10y, (A.60)
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they reduce to:

m′x =
s×X1 +X2

n10z

, (A.61)

m′y =
s× Y1 + Y2

n10z

. (A.62)

The combination of the reduced equations and (A.51) results in:

(s×X1 +X2)2 + (s× Y1 + Y2)2

= [(mx + s×m10x)2 + (my + s×m10y)2]× n2
10z, (A.63)

which can be converted into a quadratic equation:

s2 × [X2
1 + Y 2

1 − (m2
10x +m2

10y)× n2
10z]

+2s× [X1X2 + Y1Y2 − (m0xm10x −m0ym10y)× n2
10z]

+[X2
2 + Y 2

2 − (m2
0x +m2

0y)× n2
10z = 0]. (A.64)

Replacing the coefficients of the quadratic equation by A, B and C leads to
the simpler expression:

s2 × A+ 2s×B + C = 0, (A.65)

which results in:

s1,2 = −B
A
±
√
B2 − AC
A

. (A.66)

By means of (A.52) the associated t1,2 can be calculated. Under the conditions
(0 ≤ s ≤ 1) and (0 ≤ t ≤ 1), the point m and its image m′ are located at
their specific line sections and can be calculated by using (A.47) and (A.49).
By means of these coordinates the angle α can be explicitly determined.

B Appendix

Calculating the 2D and 3D porosity of a sphere with radius a inside a cube
with side length 2a. The volume of the cube is:

Vcube = (2a)3 = 8a3, (B.1)
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and the volume of the included sphere is:

Vsphere =
4

3
πa3. (B.2)

Therefore the 3D porosity is:

P3D =
Vcube − Vsphere

Vcube

=
8a3 − 4

3
πa3

8a3
= 1− 1

6
π. (B.3)

We assume, that the sphere inside the cube is cut into n pieces as shown in
Figure 13. There, k is the position of the cut. The radius r of the resulting
circle at position k is:

r(k) =

√
a2 − (2a

k

n
− a)2, (B.4)

and the area of the resulting circle at position k is:

Acircle(k) = πr(k)2 = π(a2 − (2a
k

n
− a)2). (B.5)

The area of the square including the circle is:

Asquare = (2a)2 = 4a2 = const., (B.6)

and the area of pore space is:

Apore(k) = Asquare − Acircle(k) = 4a2 − π(a2 − (2a
k

n
− a)2). (B.7)

The statistic porosity of one cross section can be assumed as the mean of all
porosities of these cutting planes:

P2D =
1

n

n∑
k=0

Apore(k)

Asquare

=
1

4a2n

n∑
k=0

(4a2 − πa2 + 4πa2 k
2

n2
− 4πa2 k

n
+ πa2)

=
1

4a2n
× (4a2

n∑
k=0

1 +
4πa2

n2

n∑
k=0

k2 − 4πa2

n

n∑
k=0

k)

= 1 +
π

n3

n∑
k=0

k2 − π

n2

n∑
k=0

k
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= 1 +
π

n3
× n

6
(n+ 1)(2n+ 1)− π

n2
× n2 + n

2

= 1 +
π

3
+

π

2n
+

π

6n2
− π

2
− π

2n
(B.8)

lim
n→∞

1 +
π

3
+

π

2n
+

π

6n2
− π

2
− π

2n
= 1 +

π

3
− π

2
= 1− 1

6
π. (B.9)

(q.e.d.)
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Table 1
Number of nodes N , edges E and faces F as well as surface area A and volume V
at different refinement levels. (*percentage of circumscribed sphere)

Icosahedron 1st order 2nd order 3rd order

refinement refinement refinement

nodes N 12 42 162 642

edges E 30 120 480 1920

faces F 20 80 320 1280

volume V* 60.55% 87.35% 96.62% 99.14%

surface area A* 76.19% 92.83% 98.12% 99.52%

Fig. 1. Regular icosahedron

Fig. 2. Refinement of surface by subdivision of existing faces. Starting with an
icosahedron (left) and increasing the refinement level stepwise by one (right).
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Table 2
Number G, volume V [mm3], porosity Pt/Pe[%] and inner surface area S[mm2] of
settled grains for ten simulated sandstones.

translation translation translation

rotation rotation

sliding

G : 195 396 375

one type V : 6.03 13.06 13.49

0.2 - 0.63mm Pt/Pe : 77.67/77.54 51.62/51.36 50.05/49.76

S : 85.53 182.62 184.44

G : 1803 3203 2957

one type V : 4.09 14.40 14.35

0.063 - 0.63mm Pt/Pe : 84.85/84.67 46.68/46.23 46.87/46.42

S : 122.16 295.89 288.51

G : 30992

one type V : 15.25

0.02 - 0.63mm Pt/Pe : 43.53/42.85

S : 451.52

G : 479 561

two types V : 10.87 11.97

0.2 - 0.63mm Pt/Pe : 59.75/59.47 55.65/55.37

S : 183.71 201.15

G : 739

three types V : 10.85

0.2 - 0.63mm Pt/Pe : 59.80/59.48

S : 223.28
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Table 3
Comparison of 2D and 3D porosities by means of x, y and z cutting planes.

Grain Porosity [%] Ratio

types size[mm] moves 3D 2D 2Dx 2Dy 2Dz 3D/2D

one 0.2-0.63 t 77.7 77.9 78.4 79.6 75.6 1.00

one 0.2-0.63 tr 51.6 49.6 51.6 49.8 47.4 1.04

one 0.2-0.63 trs 50.1 48.8 47.6 50.5 48.3 1.03

one 0.063-0.63 t 84.9 86.7 84.9 89.5 85.8 0.98

one 0.063-0.63 tr 46.7 44.8 44.1 46.2 44.1 1.04

one 0.063-0.63 trs 46.9 43.7 44.5 47.3 39.2 1.07

one 0.02-0.63 tr 43.5 43.4 42.6 48.8 38.7 1.00

two 0.2-0.63 tr 59.8 56.8 50.8 63.8 55.8 1.05

two 0.2-0.63 trs 55.7 58.8 57.5 62.4 56.4 0.95

three 0.2-0.63 tr 59.8 62.1 62.3 66.4 57.7 0.96
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Fig. 3. Nine selected morphology variations of ”Settle3D” resulting from different
aspect ratios, roughness and limiting borders.
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Fig. 4. Structure of sedimentary tool is coarsely classified by geometric data (from
single node up to entire volume) as well as its typical attributes and can be modified
by parameters which are included in user-defined model-data.

Fig. 5. Preselection of triangles which are used to calculate vertical distance between
falling grain and settled grains: using grain size and model data dimension(left),
grain-grain dimension, triangle orientation given by normal vectors and triangle–
triangle dimension (right).

Fig. 6. Preselection of triangles which are selected to calculate rotation process of
falling grain: using grain size and model data dimension(left), grain-grain dimension,
triangle orientation given by normal vectors and triangle-triangle dimension (right).
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Fig. 7. Calculation of collision point −→m′ and resulting distance d between −→m and −→m′
caused by vertical translation of −→m into triangle plane T (top left). Calculation of
two collision points −→m and −→m′ and resulting distance d between −→m and −→m′ caused by
vertical translation of line m0m1 along y-axis into line n0n1 (top right). Calculation
of collision point −→m′ and included angle α between −→m and −→m′ caused by rotation
of −→m around z-axis into triangle plane T (bottom left). Calculation of two collision
points −→m and −→m′ and resulting angle α caused by rotation of line m0m1 around
z-axis into line n0n1 (bottom right).

Fig. 8. Cross-section of one single grain including post-selection of calculated inter-
section points for a positive rotation. Sub-lines rotating away from grain can collide
with other grains (green); sub-lines in shadow of rotating nodes can not collide
(red).
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Fig. 9. Stability check for a falling grain with three existing contact points (P1, P2
and P3). Dots are possible positions of a vertical projection from CG. Color index
shows, which contact points will lose contact for next rotation step depending on
CG location. CG is located above contact point plane (left) and below (right).
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Fig. 10. Ten different models of sandstone. Boundary conditions vary in grain size,
amount of grain types and in combination of sedimentary processes. For all models
volume as well as detail level were same.
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Fig. 11. Cross section images of quartz model including three grain fractions taken
at 50% of x (left), y (middle) and z (right) axis.

Fig. 12. Resulting tetrahedron mesh of two manually connected grains.

Fig. 13. Schematic representation of a dissected sphere
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